
catalog of that particular country, leaving blank
spaces for those patterns which are listed in the
catalog, but which I do not have. It is then very
easy to fill in the blank areas when I find a pattern
to fill that space.
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There was a small response to the last tally of
worldwide perfins conducted by foreign catalog
editor Bob Schwerdt. The next tally will be in
about six years. This will give a lot of new mem
bers a good chance to come up with some addition
al tallies to submit for the next time and give some
friendly competition of those who previously submit-
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If you want to collect perfins worldwide, but
believe that trying to get all the denominations of
any given pattern is to much to go for, but you still
want to collect foreign perfins then C&T is your
answer , one stamp representing every known type of
perfin from ';'lch country.

A sam ple of a C&T collection of Austria is shown.
I use a quali ry transparent stock sheet like the
Hagner sheet. The name of the country at the top
and I have photocopied the letter of the alphabet in
bold print. I place these before the start of each
different lett er of the alphabet. As I find :' pattern,
I place it in the proper position as listed in the
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William S. Shields (2951)

Joseph Laura, Jr . (# 1238)

Its Challenging

Collect C&Ts. In precancel collecting they have
T&T collecting which is one of the most popnlar
types of collecting in the precancel field. T&T
stands for "Towns and Types" and C&T stands for
Countries and Types.

I would apprecia te members looking through their
Ir ish perfins and letting me know if they have this
pattern on any other stamp tban Scoll Catalogue
number 65 or 65A. Does anyone have it on a
British stamp? I will answer all responses. William
Shields, 4214 Longshore Ave. #312, Philadelphia,
PA 19135-2140.

Dick Mewhinney and Paddy Murphy (Dublin)
bave only seen this stamp puncbed on a \\d "Sword
of Light" (SCOIl Catalogue number 65). I also have
this perfin on singles from a booklet pane of the
same stamp (SCOIl Catalog number 65A) . Afte r
looking through thousands of Irisb perfins, I have
only found this pattern on one stamp and a booklet
pane of the same stamp.

Imperial Tobacco Company

miyako
Rectangle




